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Abstract
Partial evaluators can be separated into two classes: oine specializers, which make all of
their reduce/residualize decisions before specialization, and online specializers, which make
such decisions during specialization. The choice of which method to use is driven by a tradeo
between the eciency of the specializer and the quality of the residual programs that it produces.
Existing research describes some of the ineciencies of online specializers, and how these are
avoided using oine methods, but fails to address the price paid in specialization quality. This
paper motivates research in online specialization by describing two fundamental limitations
of the oine approach, and explains why the online approach does not encounter the same
diculties.
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Introduction
A program specializer (also called a partial evaluator) transforms a program and a speci cation
restricting the possible values of its inputs into a specialized program that operates only on
those input values satisfying the speci cation. The specializer uses the information in the
speci cation to perform some of the program's computations at specialization time, producing
a specialized program that performs fewer computations at runtime, and thus runs faster than
the original program.
Program specializers operate by symbolically executing a program on the speci cation of
its inputs. During this process, the specializer decides to reduce (i.e., execute at specialization
time) some expression, and to residualize (i.e., put in the specialized program, for execution
at runtime) others. These decisions a ect the quality (both speed and size) of the specialized
program, as well as the eciency and termination properties of the specializer itself. In this
paper, we examine two widely-used methods for making these decisions: the oine framework,
in which certain decisions are made statically before the specializer runs, and the online framework, in which these decisions are made dynamically during specialization. We show that, in
certain cases, the oine method delays computations which could be performed at specialization time until runtime, thus producing slower specialized programs than the online method,
which can perform these reductions at specialization time.
This paper has four sections. The rst de nes program specialization; the second describes
its oine and online variants. Section 3 analyzes several situations in which oine specializers
have diculties, and shows how these diculties can be alleviated using an online strategy.
Section 4 surveys related work on improving the accuracy1 of specializers, both online and
oine.

1 Program Specialization
In this section, we de ne program specialization, and its most common implementation, polyvariant specialization [8]. We will limit ourselves to describing the specialization of programs written in functional languages; our examples will be written in a functional subset
of Scheme [33], occasionally extended with pattern-matching for brevity. Given this restriction, we will treat the terms \program" and \function de nition" as synonyms. To denote the
amount of information the specializer is given about a value, we use the terms \known" and
\unknown," as well as \partially known."2

1.1 De ning Specialization

A specializer takes a function de nition and a speci cation of the arguments to that function, and produces a residual function de nition, or specialization. The argument speci cation
restricts the possible values of the actual parameters that will be passed to the function at
We use the term \accuracy" of specialization to connote a measure of how many reductions a specializer is
able to perform at specialization time. More accurate specializers perform more reductions, and produce faster
residual programs.
2
As we will describe in Section 2.1.1, the more commonly used terms, \static" and \dynamic" are not properties of values, but are instead properties of expressions, meaning \will denote only known values at specialization
time," and \may denote unknown values at specialization time," respectively.
1
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runtime. Although di erent specializers use di erent speci cation techniques, thus allowing
di erent classes of values to be described, they all share this same general input/output behavior.
We can de ne a specializer as follows:

De nition 1 (Specializer) Let L be a language with value domain and evaluation function
V

: L  V ! V . Let S be a set of possible speci cations of values in V , and let C : S !PS(V )
be a \concretization" function mapping a speci cation into the set of values it denotes. A
specializer is a function SP : L  S ! L mapping a function de nition f 2L and a speci cation
s2S into a residual function de nition SP(f; s)2L such that
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This de nition has several important properties. First, it allows the residual function de nition to return any value when the original function de nition fails to terminate (indicated by
the evaluator returning ?V ); a stricter de nition would preserve the termination properties of
the original function de nition. Second, the residual function de nition takes the same formal
parameters as the original function; we consider reparameterization [39] behavior such as the
removal of completely known parameters or arity raising [34] to be a code generation issue, and
not part of the de nition of specialization. Finally, this de nition gives a correctness criterion
for specializers, but no information about how they operate. In order to describe and compare
various strategies for performing program specialization, we must take a more operational view
of specialization.

1.2 Polyvariant Specialization
Most program specializers operate by symbolically executing the program; for each redex,
the specializer either performs a one-step reduction on the redex, or builds a residual code
expression which will perform that reduction at runtime. The specializer repetitively makes this
reduce/residualize decision for each redex (or program point) encountered during the symbolic
evaluation.
This choice is what distinguishes a program specializer from an interpreter; ordinary evaluators and interpreters always reduce the current redex, while the specializer has the option of
delaying reduction until runtime. Clearly, it is desirable for the specializer to perform as many
reductions as possible in order to avoid the need to perform them when the residual program is
evaluated. At rst, this might seem simple: have the specializer perform all reductions except
those prohibited by a lack of information. That is, build residual code only for if expressions
with unknown tests, function applications (combinations) with unknown heads, and primitive
expressions with unknown parameters in strict positions.
Unfortunately, such a naive strategy often fails to terminate due to in nite unfolding of
function calls in loops. Overly-eager reduction of procedure calls may miss opportunities for
sharing in residual programs, and risks duplicating computations via beta-substitution. Finally, representational issues may forbid certain reductions, such as those which would place
2

specialization-time data structures in residual contexts (see [5] for a discussion of some of these
issues).3
Thus, all specializers limit specialization-time reductions by performing folding [9] operations. Folding is done by recursively specializing certain distinguished parts4 of the program
with respect to their arguments, and replacing their invocations with residual invocations of
the corresponding specialization; this is often called program point specialization [26]. These
specializations are cached in the specializer, so that they can be invoked from multiple call sites
in the residual program; this allows for code sharing and also acts as a form of loop detection.
Strategies for building and caching specializations vary. Most specializers use a strategy called
polyvariant specialization [8], in which multiple specialized versions, or variants, of a program
point may be constructed: program points are specialized with respect to the known values
in their argument speci cations, and cached specializations are re-used when all of the known
values in their speci cations match exactly.
Some implementations of this approach, such as [22, 40, 46, 16] increase the number and
speci city of specializations by building them based on known types of otherwise unknown
values. Others, such as [35], decrease the number of specializations without loss of accuracy
via a more sophisticated caching mechanism.
In order for the specializer to terminate, it must ensure that all loops which cannot be
completely executed by nite unfolding are broken by a residual call to a specialization, and
must also ensure that only a nite number of such specializations are built. Choosing to
residualize a function call provides the former, but in order to provide the latter, the specializer
must often prohibit other reductions as well. For instance, consider specializing the function
(define (length l ans)
(if (null? l)
ans
(length (cdr l) (+ 1 ans))))

on unknown l and ans=0. Under a naive strategy, choosing to fold the recursive call yields an
in nite set of specializations, one for each non-negative integer value which ans can assume. In
order to terminate, the specializer must choose to residualize the expressions ans and (+ 1 ans)
even though they are reducible.
It is vital that the specializer build specializations which are suciently general to be applicable in more than one context. Loops, as shown above, are one example: the same specialization must be applicable both at the initial and recursive entry points to the loop. Another
example of the need for such general behavior occurs in higher-order programs, in which a closure created by a residual lambda expression must be applicable at multiple call sites. Consider
specializing
Another approach to dealing with representational issues such as code duplication and specialization-time
structures in residual code is to delay some reduce/residualize decisions until after specialization is complete;
see [44, 45] for details.
4
In most specializers, these points are user function de nitions, although some specializers, like Similix [6],
have a prepass that adds additional function de nitions to the program to enable specialization of program points
that were not originally user functions.
3
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(define (length2 l k)
(if (null? l)
(k 0)
(length2 (cdr l)
(lambda (ans)
(k (+ 1 ans))))))

on unknown l and k. Not only must the specializer fold the recursive call to length2 and residualize both invocations of k, but it must also build a residual version of (lambda (ans) ...)
which must be applicable at both invocations of k. The reason for building only a single residual
version, as opposed to one per call site, is that both call sites of (lambda (ans) ...) are also
reached by the initial continuation passed in to length, thus forbidding rewriting the call sites
to invoke di erent specializations of (lambda (ans) ...).5 In building the specialization, the
specializer may only use information which is common to to arguments at both call sites, in
this case, the knowledge that the argument is an integer. The expression (+ 1 ans) must be
left residual even though ans is known to be 0 in one of its invocation contexts.
Thus, making the reduce/residualize choice is not as simple as it might, at rst, have seemed.
Not only must a specializer only perform reductions when it has sucient information to do
so, but it must perform folding and disallow reductions in order to build suciently general
specializations, and to handle various code generation and representation issues. The goal is to
build a sucient number of specializations of sucient generality without foregoing reductions
needlessly, which would increase the number of reductions performed at runtime.

2 Methods for Polyvariant Specialization
This section describes two di erent implementations of polyvariant specialization, the oine
and online methods, which di er in how they make reduce/residualize decisions.

2.1 Oine Polyvariant Specialization
2.1.1 Description
Oine specializers are distinguished by their unwillingness to make reduce/residualize choices
at specialization time. Instead, they make these choices prior to specialization, usually without
full knowledge of the argument speci cation on which the specializer will be invoked. Along with
the program and the argument speci cation, the specializer is given a set of directions (usually in
the form of annotations on the program) which completely determine all the reduce/residualize
choices it will make. Thus, unlike the naive strategy (which performs all possible reductions),
an oine specializer will not examine the values of the subforms of an expression when deciding
5
If we were to rewrite the program into a rst-order form which passed environments explicitly and performed
an explict case dispatch among the various function bodies reaching each call site, we could indeed build specializations on a per-call-site basis. We view this transformation as overly low-level because it forces a user-level
representation of a virtual machine object, the environment. Such transformations may be counterproductive
because they limit the Scheme compiler's ability to choose ecient machine-level representations. Once rst-class
environments become part of the Scheme language, program specializers will have more options when specializing
programs such as the one above. For a comparison of several higher-order specialization techniques, see Section 4
of [38].
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whether to reduce it. When the pre-ordained choice is \reduce," then it will, of course, use the
values of subforms in performing the reduction, but it will never use such specialization-time
information to dynamically choose whether to perform the reduction at all.
One way of describing this approach is to consider a reformulation of the source program in
which each expression is annotated with either a \reduce" mark or a \residualize" mark. Marks
on formal parameters indicate whether the corresponding actuals should be included in the key
used to search for existing specializations in the cache. For instance, the length example above
(annotated for unknown l and known ans) might be annotated as follows:
(define (length l ans)
(if (null? l)
ans
(length (cdr l)
(+ 1 ans))))

where underlining denotes the \residualize" mark (residual applications have both parentheses
underlined), while nonunderlined expressions are considered to be marked \reduce." Specialization proceeds via syntactic dispatch as in the naive strategy, but the reduce/residualize choice
at each reduction step is made via the annotation on the corresponding expression. In our example, the instances of null?, cdr, and + will be reduced to primitive procedures, length will
be reduced to a compound procedure, and everything else, including all procedure applications,
will be residualized. Note that the residualization of the above code doesn't depend on the
values of either l or ans; even if these values are known, they will be ignored. Annotating the
formals l and ans as \residualize" conveys this information to the caching mechanism, ensuring
that duplicate versions of the specialization won't be built for di erent values of the parameters.
Under such an annotation scheme, not all annotations of a program are considered wellformed. The specializer must be able to perform the reductions speci ed by the annotations. It
should never be the case that an expression which might receive an unknown argument in a strict
position is marked \reduce," nor the case that a formal parameter which could be bound to an
unknown value is marked \reduce." For instance, if the expression (null? l) in the example
were marked \reduce," the specializer would have to decide whether the unknown value bound
to l is the empty list, which isn't possible. Similarly, if the formal ans were marked \reduce,"
the specializer would needlessly build separate specializations for the calls (length foo 0)
and (length foo 100) with foo unknown. Well-formedness criteria for annotations have been
developed as part of the work on \congruence" described in in [26, 30].
Usually, these annotations are placed semi-automatically.6 A prepass called Binding Time
Analysis [27] (BTA) computes, for every expression, a conservative approximation of its specialization-time value, determining whether the expression is \static" (its value is guaranteed
to be known at specialization time) or \dynamic" (is value might be unknown at specialization
time).7 These approximations are used to compute the \reduce" and \residualize" annotations:
Binding Time Analysis and the placement of the \reduce" and \residualize" annotations have been a matter
of much research, but will not be an issue in the remainder of this paper; most of our conclusions are solely a
function of the use of annotations, and are independent of the means used for placing them. We include this
description solely for completeness.
7
More sophisticated binding time analyses compute more detailed approximations, such as \the value will
either be completely known (static) or will be a list of pairs, each of which has known (static) car and possibly
unknown (dynamic) cdr." For details of such analyses, see [32, 11, 12, 30].
6
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dynamic identi ers must be residualized, as must all special forms and primitive procedure
calls with dynamic arguments in strict positions. Everything else may be marked \reduce."
As we saw before, however, to provide folding and termination, certain calls (and, possibly,
certain arguments to those calls) must be marked \residualize." Such additional annotation is
usually performed via a variety of means, including manually (as in the original Mix [27] and the
\generalization" operator of Similix [6]), automatically (the \dynamic conditionals" of Similix
and the \ niteness analysis" of [23]), or via a meta-language (the \ lters" of Schism [12]).
The results of binding time analysis are also used by the cache lookup code in the specializer,
which uses the binding time descriptions of the actual parameters to decide what to use as the
key (the usual practice is to use the \static" parts of the parameters, instead of annotating the
formals as in our example above).

2.1.2 Motivation
The primary motivations behind the oine method are simplicity and eciency of the specializer. Oine specializers can be made almost as small as interpreters, since, with the exception
of cache lookup, all of the decisions made by specializers but not by interpreters have been
performed at annotation time. Thus, an oine specializer typically requires no state outside of
that an interpreter would maintain, with the exception of the cache of specializations.
Oine specializers can also economize with respect to the representation of values; the
specializer only needs to represent those data values which will actually be used in the reductions
it will make; in particular, there is no need to represent the \unknown" value, meaning that
it may be possible to inherit most of the representation of values from the underlying system
without any additional encoding.8
Finally, since an oine specializer's reduce/residualize behavior is completely determined
by its program argument, but is valid for di erent speci cation arguments, it is possible to build
a version of the specializer with the reduce/residualization behavior \built in," eliminating the
need for interpreting the annotations. This has been accomplished to varying degrees by (1)
moving more functionality into the annotations [14], (2) handwriting a compiler generator [25],
and (3) self-applying the partial evaluator [19, 27]. Oine specializers are particularly amenable
to self-application due to their small size, lack of an encoding problem, and statically determined
reduce/residualize behavior. Making the reduce/residualize behavior depends only on the the
program argument, which is known at self-application time, avoids any danger of losing that
information at specialization time and turning a static choice into a dynamic one [7].
However, this eciency does have a cost in accuracy (c.f. Section 3).

2.2 Online Polyvariant Specialization
2.2.1 Description
Online specializers are distinguished by their willingness to make reduce/residualize choices at
specialization time. They do this much like one might imagine a \naive" program specializer
operates: the specializer represents unknown values explicitly, so that it can tell whether or
not if, application, and strict primitive expressions are reducible merely by examining their
Some oine systems, particularly those handling higher-order functions or strongly typed languages, still
require their own representations; see [31] and the description of pe-closures in [5].
8
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argument values. In addition, such a specializer needs some mechanism to force folding and the
creation of suciently general instances.
The explicit representation of unknown values requires, at minimum, adding a distinguished
\unknown" to the type lattice of the language being partially evaluated. Usually, online specializers go further, extending the type system to allow unknown values to be placed in data
structures and closures, and to provide unknown values with known attributes such as types or
arithmetic signs [45, 16].
Online specializers use a variety of mechanisms to cause the building of specializations: some
are based on explicit reduce/residualize annotations [20], others on a metalanguage [10], and
still others on various forms of recursion detection [45, 43]. The meta-language approach allows
the user to de ne a \fold here?" predicate for each function, which is passed the function's
arguments and decides whether or not to unfold it. The recursion detection mechanisms compute call histories (essentially a representation of the pending calls in the interpreter) and fold
whenever a recursive call can't be proven to be well-founded. Systems with a xed \fold here"
annotation have folding behavior identical to that of oine specializers, which must mark certain calls as \residualize"; systems with more dynamic mechanisms will fold less often, leaving
fewer residual procedure calls. Premature folding results in extra procedure calls at runtime,
but isn't a major problem in and of itself. What is important is how, after making the decision
to fold, the specializer builds the specialization.
What distinguishes the specialization behavior of online specializers is how, after having
decided to fold, they build suitably general instances of functions. Unlike oine specializers,
which must pre-compute which reductions to perform while building the general function instance, online specializers achieve generality by modifying the argument values on which the
specialization will be built, thus indirectly a ecting which reductions will be performed during
the construction of the general instance. This process is usually called generalization [43, 45],
but has also been referred to as generalized restart [39]. After deciding to build a specialization,
the specializer nds the set of call sites for which the specialization must be applicable, then
computes the least general argument speci cation which includes the argument speci cations
of all relevant call sites, and builds the speci cation using the new, general, speci cation. Since
argument speci cations are just vectors of values, this generalization can be accomplished by
computing least upper bounds in the domain of values. Generalization usually occurs in a
pairwise manner; as new call sites are added to a specialization by the folding mechanism, the
speci cation is recomputed, and the specialization is rebuilt. The important feature of online generalization mechanisms is that they only lose information (by computing more general
speci cations) when this is necessary; any information which is common across the call sites
is retained. This allows, for instance, the maintenance of type information in loops with polymorphic parameters, and the building of minimally general specialized versions of higher-order
procedures with multiple call sites.

2.2.2 Aside: online specializers that really aren't
Note that one can build an \online" specializer that makes the same reduce/residualize choices
as an oine specializer would by simply running a binding time analysis in parallel with the specializer. This approach would construct the \directions" for reduce/residualize at specialization
time, then obey them. One such a system, described in [20], performs BTA (called \con gu7

ration analysis" in [20]) on-the- y before specializing each function. This analysis could have
been performed statically by a polyvariant BTA; performing it dynamically achieves similar
polyvariance with a simple analysis.
We would expect that such systems would be eciently self-applicable, since, just as in the
oine case, all reduce/residualize decisions are made by a process that refers only to the program text and statically available information (binding times), so there is no danger of losing
this information at self-application time. Unfortunately, such methods have the same conservative behavior as purely oine methods, because they only use the \static" and \dynamic"
approximations to known and unknown values when making reduce-residualize choices. Our
further discussions of the online method will explicitly assume that such a \vacuously online"
strategy is not in use.

2.2.3 Motivation
The motivation behind the online specialization method is that delaying the reduce/residualize
choice until specialization time means that more information will be available when the choice is
made, and thus the choice can be made more accurately. Eciency considerations are considered
secondary to the goal of performing as many reductions as possible at specialization time.
Unlike the oine strategy, which performs generalization ahead of time, and can always build
a specialization in a single pass, online specializers are willing to recompute specializations,
possibly multiple times (as in [38, 37]), in order to build better residual programs.
The eciency cost is real. Providing an enhanced value domain, checking \known-ness"
on each primitive reduction, keeping a context to decide when to fold, and computing general
argument speci cations (possibly multiple times) means that online specializers generally (1)
are larger, (2) use more memory, and (3) take longer to run than their oine counterparts.
The next section of this paper describes areas where online specialization either provides
better accuracy than oine specialization, or provides similar accuracy with less need for \pretransformation" of the input program.

3 Opportunities for Online
Oine specializers trade some amount of accuracy for eciency, while online specializers do
the converse. In this section, we analyze several situations in which accuracy sacri ced by an
oine specializer could be recovered by an online one.
The inaccuracies of oine specialization stem from two sources: the need to represent
multiple specialization-time contexts with a single annotation on a single source expression,
and the inability to take advantage of commonality in application contexts when building
specializations. For the most part, these concerns are based solely on the property that oine
specializers are directed by annotations, and are independent of the process for producing those
annotations (manually or via binding time analysis). When a particular BTA strategy a ects
our argument, we will make this clear.
8

3.1 Representing Multiple Contexts with one Annotation
At runtime, a particular expression may be evaluated many times. Each time it is evaluated,
its free variables may be bound to di erent values, causing it to compute a di erent value. Not
only will the values obtained by performing reductions in the expression change, but, due to
the use of conditionals, the set of reductions performed may vary as well.
This behavior also occurs at specialization time, but with another twist: unlike evaluation,
where there is always enough information to reduce any redex, the set of reductions performed
may also vary based on whether sucient information is available to reduce them. Unfortunately, in the oine paradigm, a particular source expression is annotated as either \always
reduce" or \never reduce" (residualize). The inaccuracy here is obvious, since all specializationtime instances of an expression must be treated in the same manner regardless of the circumstances, any expression which might be non-reducible in some context must be left residual in
all contexts. At runtime, this causes a penalty in the form of extra reductions that could be
been performed at specialization time. Worse yet, failing to reduce an expression doesn't a ect
that expression alone: its return value will be lost, and any other expression that requires that
value in order to be reduced will become irreducible as well.
The problem is that even though a particular expression can be reduced to many di erent
values by a polyvariant specializer, it (and its subforms) will always be reduced in the same
manner. One approach to alleviating this problem, called polyvariant binding time analysis,
creates separate contexts by duplicating code in the source program; this works in many situations, but is limited because the amount of duplication must be statically determined without
knowledge of the size or values of data that will be known at specialization time. Context can
also be duplicated via continuation-passing-style (CPS) conversion of the source program; this
works well in some cases, but can still fall prey to the problems faced by polyvariant BTA.
Another approach to the problem doesn't attempt to perform the reductions at specialization time, but instead makes local reductions (reducing ifs with known tests and beta-reducing
applications with known heads which aren't part of loops, etc.) in a postprocessing phase. This
recovers some of the lost eciency by performing reductions before runtime, but doesn't regain
all of it. In most cases, the postpass is not as powerful as a specializer; in particular, it lacks
the ability to build new specializations based on information made available by the reductions
it performs. To perform all possible reductions, one either requires a postpass with the full
power of a specializer9 , or one has to iterate specialization. Such iteration has been suggested,
but is not commonly performed because it would require running both the specializer and the
annotation phase multiple times. Not only would this negate much of the eciency advantage
of oine specialization, but it would make systems with manual or human-assisted annotations
dicult to use, due to the need to annotate the intermediate machine-generated programs.
In this section, we describe three situations in which the necessity to represent multiple
contexts with a single annotation leads to less ecient residual programs, and describe how
the online approach avoids these inaccuracies. The rst such situation involves computing
the reduce/residualize annotation for expressions that use the return value of a conditional
expression which is reducible at specialization time. The second situation occurs in interpreters,
which often contain expressions whose reducibility depends on specialization-time data, while
Note that such a postpass would be an
having its input pre-specialized.
9

online

specializer, and, as such, would work just as well without

9

the third situation involves computing annotations for expressions which access data structures
whose size is unknown until specialization time.

3.1.1 Return Values from Specialization-time Choices

One case where contexts are known at specialization time but not before is when an expression
returns one of two values, one known, one unknown, based on a choice which will be known at
specialization time. An example of this behavior is an if expression with a known test and one
known arm, such as
(if (= a 0) b c)

annotated for a and b known at specialization time, and c unknown. This forces c to be
annotated as residual, but allows everything else to be reduced. So far, so good. However,
consider a case in which this if returns its value to some other expression, such as:
(+ (if (= a 0) b c) 5)

If the if returns b, the specializer can reduce the application of +; if it returns c, it can't.
Since the annotation must be performed without knowledge of a's value, we can't predict which
arm the if will return. Thus, the application of + must be annotated as residual even though
it might be reducible:
(+ (if (= a 0) b c) 5)

If (a = 0) is the usual case, the residual program will perform many + reductions which
could have been performed at specialization time. This can get worse: any expression surrounding the + would also have to be left residual; this sort of \chaining" can lead to large numbers
of unnecessary residualizations (consider the case where + is replaced by \raise to the 435th
power").
An oine specializer's performance can be improved by transforming the input program;
such transformations are often called \binding time improvements." One method, due to Mogensen [32], distributes outer computations across inner ones. Such duplication of source code
allows each context to be considered independently. In this example, the program would become
(if (= a 0) (+ b 5) (+ c 5))

which would be annotated as
(if (= a 0) (+ b 5) (+ c 5))

The two copies of the application of + can each be annotated separately, leading to a more
accurate annotation, and thus a more accurate specialization.
Another method, due to Consel and Danvy [15], performs CPS conversion on the program,
yielding
(let ((k
(if (=
(k
(k

(lambda (temp) (+ temp 5))))
a 0)
b)
c)))
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which duplicates context by creating two entry points to the continuation instead of just one.
The specializer can treat these entry points separately either by unfolding both invocations of
k, or by building a di erent specialization at each call site. Unfortunately, CPS conversion
introduces higher-order constructs; since all current BTA algorithms for untyped higher-order
programs are monovariant, the expression (+ a temp) would not be duplicated, and would be
marked residual, giving no improvement.10 Consel and Danvy address this problem with BTA
by duplicating the continuation at CPS conversion time, allowing the copies to be annotated
separately.
Both of these \context duplication" strategies fail when an if of this sort is embedded in a
loop. Consider
(iterate loop ((i i) (a a) (acc 0))
(if (= i 0)
(1+ acc)
(loop (- i 1) (- a i) (if (= a 0) b c))))

with i, a, b known and c unknown. Even though the loop can be completely unfolded at
specialization time, no amount of code duplication prior to specialization (and annotation) will
be able to build a context in which acc (and thus the return value of the loop) is guaranteed
to be known; thus, the call to 1+, and any consumer of the loop's return value, must be left
residual, even though acc may always be known.
Similar problems arise if various algebraic optimizations are performed: with a known and
b unknown, the expression
(* a b)

may return a known value if a=0, so it's incorrect to assume that any expression using the
return value must be residualized. Admittedly, this sort of optimization is rare in arithmetic,
but if one considers error values, then operations on partially known inputs may often return
known values.
The online strategy handles all examples of this variety trivially, since it waits until specialization time, at which point the inner expression's return value is computed, to make the
reduce/residualize decision for the outer expression.

3.1.2 Data-Dependent Contexts in Interpreters

Another example of a single expression representing several specialization-time contexts arises
in the context of interpreters, simulators, or other programs in which the program loops across
one input while performing computations on the other. The static nature of annotations requires that all iterations of the loop have identical reduce/residualize behavior, even though
the specialization-time values may be di erent on each iteration.
This e ectively prohibits the specializer from taking advantage of structure in the program
being interpreted, yielding a \non-optimizing" compilation process. Consider a fragment from
an interpreter for a trivial higher-order language with unary functions and binary primitive
operators, as shown in Figure 1.

This is only a problem with current BTA, not a problem with static annotation or the CPS strategy in
general.
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(define (eval-pgm lambda-exp actual)
(eval (lambda-exp-body lambda-exp)
(make-env formal actual)))
(define (eval exp env)
(case exp
([const e1] e1)
([var e1] (lookup e1 env))
([if e1 e2 e3] (if (eval e1 env)
(eval e2 env)
(eval e3 env)))
([lambda formal body] (make-fcn formal body env))
([apply e1 e2] (let ((fcn (eval e1 env))
(arg (eval e2 env)))
(apply fcn arg)))
([primop p arg1 arg2] (p (eval arg1 env) (eval arg2 env)))))
(define (apply fcn arg)
(eval (fcn-body fcn)
(extend-env (fcn-env fcn)
(fcn-formal fcn)
arg)))

Figure 1: A sample interpreter for higher-order programs
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The single expression (lookup e1 env) implements all variable references in the program;
similarly, the single if expression in the interpreter implements all of the if expressions in
the program, and the expression (eval (fcn-body fcn) ...) in apply implements all of the
applications in the program.
Consider annotating this program (actually, its entry point, eval-pgm) for lambda-exp
known and actual unknown. Because actual is unknown, the call to lookup may return an
unknown value at specialization time. Thus, any call to eval may return an unknown value
at specialization time. This means that the expression (if (eval e1 env) ...) must be left
residual; we cannot reduce any of the program's if expressions at specialization time, even
if they are known (as is often the case when interpreting programs with initialization code).
Worse yet, fcn and arg may become bound to unknown values (because the recursive calls
to eval may return unknown values), so the exp argument to eval may become bound to an
unknown value, so the case statement must be left residual. This means we can't even reduce
the syntactic dispatch of the interpreter at specialization time!
The binding time improvement techniques used above don't work here, as they rely on duplicating expressions to duplicate context. In this case, we need to duplicate the appropriate
arm of the case for every expression in the program being interpreted; this isn't possible at
annotation time because the program isn't available yet. Bondorf [4] solves the problem by
cleverly rewriting the interpreter to represent interpreter closures as Scheme closures (i.e.,
replace (make-closure formal body env) with (lambda (arg) (eval body (extend-env
env formal arg))) and rewrite apply appropriately), e ectively moving the recursive call
to eval from apply into make-closure. This trick keeps the syntactic parameter exp from
becoming dynamic, but doesn't allow the reduction of ifs (or, for that matter, function applications) at specialization time. Accomplishing such reductions requires iterating specialization,
as described above.
Once again, an online specializer (in principle11 ) has no problems with this example because
it makes its reduce/residualize decisions at specialization time, when the necessary information
is available.

3.1.3 Aggregates
Static annotations complicate reasoning about aggregates, such as lists and sets, whose sizes and
element values are not known until specialization time. At specialization time, the elements of
a list may be completely independent of one another; some may be known and others unknown.
Given a loop (say, the function map) traversing a list and performing some operations on the
elements, we would like to perform the operations on the known elements and leave them
residual on the unknown elements; furthermore, in the case of a list with an unknown tail, we
would like to unfold the loop until that tail is reached, and then build a residual loop.
These behaviors cannot always be achieved under a static annotation strategy. The decision
of whether to reduce or residualize the elementwise operations must be encoded on the source
program, which is only possible if we know the length of the list and the known/unknown status
of each element of the list at annotation time; otherwise, we must annotate all of the elementwise
Existing online specializers have no problem reducing ifs and known function applications in the program
being interpreted, but will generate sub-optimal code when unknown interpreter closures are applied unless their
representation of values includes disjoint union types. Thus, Bondorf's method is still of use in the online case.
11
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operations as \residualize," losing all knowledge of the known elements. This is similar to the
interpreter case in Section 3.1.2, in which we were unable to distinguish the environment binding
of actual, which was unknown, from other bindings which might be known.
The desired result of unfolding a loop until the unknown tail is reached is also dicult to
achieve under a strategy where the \unfold vs. specialize" decision is made per static call site
rather than per dynamic call instance. If one iteration of the loop is unfolded, all iterations will
be; the loop would have to be pre-unfolded based on annotation-time knowledge of its length.
Deciding on specialization instead of unfolding is less detrimental in systems which can compute
return values of residual function calls, because such systems could still return a representation
of the list, with the known (processed) values. Unfortunately, returning such a representation
once again requires annotation-time knowledge of the list's length in order to pre-duplicate the
code which traverses the representation of the returned list.
This situation is common in systems using worklists, such as circuit simulators and abstract
interpreters; it also occurs in the context of interpreters with nonempty initial environments
(there's no reason to declare the bindings for primitives and library functions as unknown just
because later frames may bind variables to unknown values).
In some cases, this behavior might be adequate if the annotation strategy could handle lists
whose construction is completely determined by the source program, even if it couldn't handle
lists built under static control at specialization time. An example of such a structure might
be one which doesn't depend on any data supplied at specialization time, such as an initial
environment frame or other initial state built by an interpreter or simulator. Current methods
for computing annotations don't take advantage of concrete information (constants, etc) in the
program being annotated; these get abstracted just like the inputs do. This is one reason why
specializing a program on completely unknown inputs (thus performing reductions based on
concrete values in the program), then recomputing the annotations, can be helpful.12

3.2 Inability to take advantage of Commonality
We have seen examples of where the oine strategy of static annotation forces overly conservative behavior by requiring residualization of an expression in all contexts if any of its contexts
require residualization, thus (1) failing to make reductions at specialization time, and (2) failing
to compute information which would enable reductions in other expressions.
We now describe a di erent form of conservative behavior, which is tied to the residualization behavior of specializers. Any residual expression built by the specializer must be suciently
general to compute the correct result for any runtime context under which it is invoked. Specializers accomplish this by maintaining conservative approximations of the values which might be
returned by the expressions in the program at runtime, and only perform a particular reduction
at specialization time when the approximations indicate that it is the only runtime possibility.
Often, the specializer is forced to build a single approximation which represents several
possible runtime executions. Doing this may require merging existing approximations (i.e.,
computing a single approximation which denotes at least the union of the denotations of the
12
This limitation is due to present annotation methods, and is not an indictment of annotation general. It
is worth noting, however, that any annotation method capable of using such concrete information would be
very similar to an online specializer, in that it would have to make duplication, residualization, and termination
decisions dynamically as it runs.
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approximations being merged; typically, the approximations are taken from a type lattice, and
merging two approximations is equivalent to computing their least upper bound.). For instance,
the value returned from a residual if expression could be the value of either arm; similarly, the
value of a formal parameter of a specialization could be the corresponding actual parameter
from any of the specialization's call sites.
Because generality forces more reductions to occur at runtime, we would like to build the
least general residual expression which is still suciently general. One obvious method is to discard only that information which di ers between contexts, and to use the (remaining) common
information in performing specialization. This is the motivation behind the generalization strategy often used in online specializers. Unfortunately, nding this sort of commonality requires
testing whether specialization-time values (and their subparts) are equal. Such testing isn't
explicitly outlawed by the oine method|even oine polyvariant specializers compare static
argument values in the cache in order to achieve re-use of specializations and thus folding. However, using the results of such an equality test for the purpose of making a reduce/residualize
decision is prohibited. That is, an oine specializer may not make use of an value obtained by
merging others unless it can prove, at annotation time, that all of the values being merged will
be equal at specialization time. If this were not the case, the specializer would have to examine
the merged value (to determine if it was known or unknown) in order to decide whether to
perform reductions depending on it. In many cases, it is not possible to perform such a proof
at annotation time; even in cases in which it might be possible to perform such a proof, all
current annotation methods fail to do so, and thus all return values and parameters to residual higher-order procedures are always declared to be \dynamic," forcing residualization of all
references to them.
The oine approach to solving this problem relies on program transformations that duplicate code in order to reduce the number of contexts in which a particular residual expression
must be applicable; if the number of contexts can be reduced to one, then no commonality
testing is necessary. Another strategy attempts to convert \upward" commonality involving
return values, which can't be compared, into \downward" commonality involving parameter
values, which can be compared.
In this section, we describe three cases in which the inability to compute a suciently
speci c generalization leads to a loss of information at specialization time, and describe how
the online approach avoids this problem. The rst case involves deciding whether to reduce
or to residualize expressions that use the return value of a residual conditional expression.
The second case treats the use of return values of specializations, while the third case involves
computing the parameter approximations used to build specializations.

3.2.1 Return values of if expressions

Perhaps the simplest case where generalization occurs is when an if is not decidable at specialization time. In such cases, the specializer's approximation of the value returned by the if
must approximate the runtime return values of both arms. Consider the program
(... (if (= a 0) b c) ...)

where a is unknown, and both b and c are known. If b and c have the same value, then
we can reduce the if expression to that value, and use it in reducing the enclosing expression; otherwise, we must leave the if residual, and can only use information common to the
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values of both b and c in reducing the enclosing expression. Of course, it's unlikely that
the variables b and c will have the same value, but it is often the case that their values will
share some common properties. For instance, programmers often construct \ad hoc" types by
constructing tagged pairs; it is worthwhile to take advantage of the equality of tags in these
situations. For example, if b=(foo-type . <unknown>) and c=(foo-type . <unknown>), returning (foo-type . <unknown>) instead of <unknown> will allow the specializer to reduce
type tests of the form (eq? (car (if (= a 0) b c)) 'foo-type).13 Similarly, in specializers which compute types or other static properties of unknown values [46, 16], one would like
to retain type information common to both branches of a residual if expression. For instance,
it might be useful to know that both arms of an if are integers when reducing an enclosing
application of +.
Unfortunately, it is often dicult, or impossible, to determine at annotation time whether
two values, their subparts, or their types, will be equal at specialization time. In our example
above, it would be necessary to prove, not only that b and c will have known types at specialization time, but that these types will be the same. In some cases, this might be provable;
in others, in which the equality of the types depends on data not available until specialization
time, such a proof would be impossible. Thus, an equality test is often necessary at specialization time; if the types (or values) are equal, then they are returned; otherwise, the result is
unknown. This sort of conditional \known-ness" based on equality tests is e ectively forbidden
under the oine paradigm because the reduce/residualize decision for an expression consuming
such a \conditionally known" value would have to be made by examining the value at specialization time. If such a value could be unknown, it must be annotated as dynamic, preventing
its use in any reductions.
The context duplication methods (code copying and CPS conversion) described in Section 3.1.1 work in this case, because they distribute consumers of conditionally known values
across the conditional. For example,
(foo (if a b c))

is transformed to either
(if a (foo b) (foo c))

or
(let ((k (lambda (x) (foo x))))
(if a (k b) (k c)))

However, unlike the previous case in which the if was reduced to one of its arms at specialization time, in this example, both arms will appear in the residual program, so context
duplication will result in duplication of code. In cases where the known portions of the two
At rst, it might appear that such reductions are useful only in programs exhibiting \Lisp hacker" programming style, and that static type inference would be sucient to perform such reductions in languages with better
data abstraction facilities, such as statically typed languages. This is not the case: even in a typed language, an
interpreter (or, in the case of self-application, a program specializer) for a runtime-polymorphic language must
resort to ad hoc typing, due to the need to represent values in the interpreted program using a single universal
type.
13
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arms di er, this is indeed desirable, as it will allow all of the information in both arms (rather
than just the information common to both) to be used in reducing the application of foo, but in
cases where the known portions are identical, this duplication will serve no useful purpose. This
naturally suggests duplicating the context only when the generalization loses information; such
an optimization is possible under an online strategy, but not under an oine one due to the
necessity of making reduce/residualize decisions based on a specialization-time comparison.14
As was the case before (c.f. Section 3.1.1), loops can make it impossible to perform such context
duplication statically; we will see an example of this in the next section.
Online methods handle both the normal and CPS-converted versions of this example well,
due to their willingness to base reduce/residualize decisions on comparisons between specialization-time values. Information common to both arms of the conditional is preserved, and used in
performing reductions in the surrounding context, while information which di ers is discarded,
causing residual accessor code to be generated.

3.3 Return values of specializations

Another example of context sharing occurs at residual call sites: the expression(s) surrounding
the call must be able to handle any values returned by the call. For each residual call to a specialization, the specializer must decide which of the surrounding expressions are reducible, and
which must be residualized. One simple tactic assumes that all references to the return value of
a residual call must themselves be left residual; this is obviously safe, but misses reductions not
only at calls to the specialization, but, in the case of specializations of recursive functions, inside
the specialization itself. Better approximations can be returned if generalization is performed,
but this requires performing comparisons which are forbidden under the oine scheme.
Our rst example involves the preservation of type information during generalization. Consider the \iterative" factorial function
(define (fact n ans)
(if (= n 0)
ans
(fact (- n 1) (* n ans))))

specialized on n and ans speci ed as unknown integers.15 We would like to retain the information that n and ans remain integers on the recursive call, and that the return value is an
integer. Retaining the type of n and ans is simple: an annotation mechanism can prove that
their types are static; thus, the type information will be retained when the specialization is built,
potentially allowing the use of =, -, and * operators with fewer tag checks. No annotation-time
knowledge of type equality is necessary, because the specializer will simply build a new variant
if the types of n or ans change on the recursive call.
To date, no online specializer implements such an \on-the- y" duplication strategy; the point is that such
an optimization is possible only in an online framework. Oine specializers can achieve this behavior via
postprocessing: Similix-2[4] handles this case by forcing all lambda-bodies to be specialization points (in this
case, building either one or two specializations of k, depending on whether c=d), then unfolding some of those
specializations in a postpass (if c=d, the specialization will not be unfolded, keeping sharing; otherwise, both
specializations will be unfolded).
15
For brevity, we assume a specializer which reasons about typed unknown values. This is not required; the
same commonality problems arise in the presence of \ad hoc" user types built out of untyped data structures,
but their use would signi cantly enlarge this example.
14
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In an oine specializer, retaining the type information of the return value is slightly more
dicult. In order to prove that the return value has a \static" type, the annotation phase must
prove that the types of ans and (* n ans) are the same. For integers, this is easy to prove, but
the annotation phase must be able to prove this knowing only that the types of n and ans are
\static," not that they are integers. Unfortunately, that proof is not possible (the speci cation
admits n a oat and ans an integer; in that case, the type of ans is \dynamic").
In this case, the type information for the return value can be preserved by duplicating
context, building a new version of fact per call site. We could transform the program
(letrec ((fact (lambda (n ans)
(if (= n 0)
ans
(fact (- n 1) (* n ans))))))
(+ (fact a b) 99))

into either
(letrec ((fact (lambda (n ans)
(if (= n 0)
(+ ans 99)
(fact (- n 1) (* n ans))))))
(fact a b))

or
(letrec ((fact (lambda (n ans k)
(if (= n 0)
(k ans)
(fact (- n 1) (* n ans) k)))))
(fact a b (lambda (temp) (+ temp 99))))

In either case, the specializer would now be able to deduce that 99 is added to an integer,
and simplify the + operator accordingly. No annotation-time proofs are necessary, because now
there is no need to compute a generalization at each if, since any computations depending on
the if's return value have been moved into its arms. Both of the above solutions duplicate
code, the rst because it has duplicated the de nition of fact at each call site; the second,
because each call site will pass a di erent continuation, leading to the creation of a di erent
specialization per call site. This is unfortunate, since every one of fact's non-recursive call
sites will get its own specialization, even if all of them call fact on integers!
Both the \context distribution" and CPS conversion solutions require that fact be tailrecursive. The copying solution requires that the expression returning the loop's nal value be
inside the loop, which is not the case in a truly recursive program. Similarly, the CPS solution
unfolds the continuation argument to duplicate context; in a recursive version of factorial,
in which the continuation is extended on each iteration, termination would require that the
continuation parameter be made dynamic, at which point the type of its argument would be
lost.
Another way of viewing this is to note that both of these techniques work by converting an
upward-passed value into a downward-passed value to avoid losing information at a point where
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approximations must be merged (the if statement). Information about downward-passed values
is never lost, because specializations are shared only when their static arguments match exactly;
di erent values result in a new specialization instead of a more general one. Unfortunately,
for truly recursive programs expressed in CPS style, termination often requires that multiple
call sites with di erent static arguments share the same specialization, necessitating online
comparisons and reduce/residualize decision making to retain information. This problem is the
subject of Section 3.3.1.
An online specializer can handle these return values quite naturally; instead of transforming
the program to avoid the problem (and thus introducing other problems), it is willing to build
an initial approximation to the return value, then weaken it later as necessary. For details of
how this is accomplished, see [46, 38].
To show that this behavior occurs in contexts other than scalar type inference, our second
example comes from the domain of interpreters. The code fragments in Figure 2, implement
part of an interpreter for a \toy" imperative language. This interpreter represents the store as
a list of pairs, each of whose car is an identi er and whose cdr is its value.
We can \compile" a statement by specializing the function eval-stmt on a known statement
and an initial store containing known identi ers and unknown values. We would like the
specializer to determine that the \shape" of the store parameter never changed; that is, it will
always contain the name known identi ers, in the same order, as the store on which eval-stmt
was initially specialized. Retaining this information allows variable lookups to be reduced to
simple list accesses16 without any need for comparing identi ers. There should be no residual
loops which search for bindings in the store.
Consider specializing eval-while on a particular while loop. The calls to eval-expr and
eval-stmt can be unfolded, but the if expression and the recursive call to eval-while must be
left residual. To obtain the desired result, the specializer must be able to deduce that the store
returned from the if (and thus from the residual call to eval-while) has the same shape as the
store on which eval-while was specialized. If this correspondence is lost, and the return value
is approximated by \unknown," then any variable accesses or updates in statements following
the while statement will be implemented by residual loops.
Just as in the case of the factorial example, an online specializer gives the desired result
because it can compare stores, discover that their shapes are the same, and return a generalized
store upward. Oine specializers, which cannot perform such comparisons, cannot handle the
interpreter directly; this is a recognized open problem in oine partial evaluation [30]. There
are several transformational approaches to solving this problem. One approach separates the
store into two lists: one which holds the names, and need only be passed downward, and one
which holds the values, and is passed both upward and downward. Now even if upward-passed
values are approximated by \unknown," the list of names will not be lost. Of course, any
information about the values in the store (such as their types) will be lost. Such rewriting is
often performed by hand, but automated versions have been constructed [32, 18]; these have
the disadvantage of being able to preserve only values which can be proven, at annotation time,
to be known at specialization time; any data-dependent information will be lost.
Another approach rewrites the program so that it only passes the store downwards, never
upwards. This approach is taken by Mogensen [32] and by Launchbury [30], whose interpreters
Later arity raising can provide further simpli cation by converting the list structure representation of the
store into separate variables.
16
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;;; eval-stmt: stmt x store -> store
(define (eval-stmt stmt store)
(case stmt
([if e1 s2 s3] ...)
([:= e1 e2]
(update store e1 (eval-expr e2 store)))
([begin . s]
(eval-begin s))
([while e1 s2] (eval-while stmt store))
([call e1]
(eval-call e1 store))
...))
;;; eval-expr: exp x store -> value
(define (eval-expr exp store) ...)
;;; eval-begin: stmt* x store -> store
(define (eval-begin stmts store)
(if (null? stmts)
store
(eval-begin (cdr stmts) (eval-stmt (car stmts) store))))
;;; eval-while: stmt x store -> store
(define (eval-while stmt store)
(if (eval-expr (while-test exp) store)
(eval-while stmt (eval-stmt (while-body stmt) store))
store))
;;; find-proc-body: procname x pgm -> stmt
(define (find-proc-body proc-name pgm) ...)
;;; eval-call: procname x store -> store
(define (eval-call proc-name store)
(let ((proc-body (find-proc-body proc-name pgm)))
(eval-stmt proc-body store)))

Figure 2: Fragments from direct-style MP interpreter
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pass an extra argument containing the \rest" of the MP+ statements to be executed. Instead
of returning a store when the loop is complete, eval-while exits by calling eval-stmt on the
\next statement" and the store. This approach involves considerable hand-rewriting, and may
not generalize well to other programs.
The third common work-around, which works well for interpreters for languages with iteration but without recursion, is to perform the CPS transformation on the program, as is
done by Consel and Danvy [15]. After this transformation is applied, the store is passed as a
parameter to continuations instead of being returned upward, eliminating the need for accurate
approximations to returned values.
Unfortunately, the CPS transformation fails to preserve the shape of the store when we
specialize the interpreter of Figure 2 on a program containing recursive procedure calls. In this
case, the residual interpreter will contain continuations (residual lambda expressions) which
must be applicable from multiple call sites with di erent known argument values; retaining the
information common to their call sites cannot be accomplished by binding time improvement
techniques, because the equality of the known argument values, which is needed at annotation
time, cannot be tested until specialization time. We will discuss this problem further in Section 3.3.1. Online methods handle programs with procedure calls without diculty, because
they can preserve the shape of the store directly by computing generalized return values as
necessary.

3.3.1 Parameters of specializations
The examples thus far in this section have dealt with merging approximations of values which
are returned upward. In these cases, the specializer must make reduce/residualize choices for
expressions which depend on the return value of a residual conditional expression or procedure
call. We found that performing equality testing on values at specialization time, and basing
reduce/residualize decisions on such tests allowed an online specializer to build less general
return values and perform more reductions in code depending on those values.
In a naive polyvariant specializer, merging of approximations of downward-passed values
(formal parameters) never happens: a call site may re-use an existing specialization only when
all of the known values in its arguments match those in the argument vector used to construct
the specialization. Otherwise, a new specialization is built. Maximal preservation of common
information occurs vacuously, since di erent argument vectors are never merged.
As we saw in Section 1.2, a real specializer may have to build a single specialization which
is applicable at multiple call sites which have di erent argument vectors. First, the specializer
will only terminate on a loop if the initial and recursive entry points of the loop call the same
specialization. Second, a specialization of a higher-order function must be applicable at all call
sites which might be reached by that specialization at runtime.
In the rst case, the specializer must build a single specialization which is applicable from
both the initial and recursive entry points of a loop. For instance, if we specialize the length
program
(define (length l ans)
(if (null? l)
ans
(length (cdr l) (+ 1 ans))))
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on l unknown and ans known to be 0, the specializer must build a specialization which is valid
for all non-negative integral values of ans.
Oine specializers accomplish this by deciding, at annotation time, which portions of a
function's arguments to use when building specializations and comparing them in the cache;
to ensure termination, the annotation phase must assure that the portions which are used will
assume a nite number of values at specialization time. In this case, the specializer can use
the type of ans when building the specialization, but not its value. The main problems are
that proving niteness may be dicult, and that the niteness of an argument might depend
on specialization-time data; in both cases, failure to make use of argument values can lead to
overly general specializations. This is less problematic than one might expect, because many
oine specializers rely on the user to provide the generalization annotations. Users can solve
the rst problem by performing \proofs" themselves, and the second by being willing to make
use of knowledge about specialization-time values, and making annotations that are valid only
for these values. Often, this is discovered empirically; if the the specializer fails to terminate in
a reasonable amount of time, the user goes back and adds some generalization annotations.
Online specializers accomplish this \generalization for termination" via a di erent means.
When it decides to residualize the recursive call to length, the specializer compares the arguments to the recursive call with those to the initial call, and nds that they are di erent.
Since the specialization must be valid for both sets, it computes a generalization of the arguments; in this case, \unknown" for l and \unknown non-negative integer" for ans. If the
commonality had been data dependent, it would still have been discovered. The fact that the
specializer has concrete values which it can compare at specialization time gives it the ability
to trivially compute facts which might be dicult, or even impossible, to prove before all of the
specialization-time information is available.
Thus, we expect online specializers to retain more information about argument values in
residual loops, particularly those in which the commonality between the initial and recursive
calls is data dependent. Such data dependence occurs in the case of loops controlled by arguments to the program being specialized, a common feature of interpreters and simulators. For
the sake of brevity, we will not give an example of such data dependence here.
The second case in which specializers must build a single specialization for multiple call sites
(and thus compute a single approximation to the values of the specialization's parameters)
is when a residual lambda expression can reach multiple call sites. Such cases occur when
specializing higher order programs, or interpreters for higher order programs. A particularly
common case arises when a program with non tail-recursive loops is CPS converted. Consider
the CPS converted form of length:
(define (length l k)
(if (null? l)
(k 0)
(length (cdr l)
(lambda (ans)
(k (+ 1 ans))))))

specialized on unknown l and k=(lambda (temp) (+ temp 99)). In this case, each invocation
of k could either be invoking the initial continuation (lambda (temp) ...) or the recursive
one (lambda (ans) ...). Also, each continuation can be invoked at one of two sites ((k 0)
or (k (+ 1 ans)), and each specialized continuation must be valid for both call sites.
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Unlike the case of upwardly returned values, in which the need to compute a single, general
return value can be avoided by duplicating context, no amount of context duplication is sucient
to eliminate the need to compute a single, general specialization of each continuation in this case.
A typical oine annotation phase will deduce that both the type and value of the parameters
ans and temp will be known at specialization time, but will be unable to deduce that the
values will vary between call sites while the types remain the same. Unless the annotation
phase can prove that the types will remain the same, an oine specializer will build overly
general specializations which don't take advantage of the type information. In the case above,
the proof is fairly simple; a suciently smart annotation pass could indeed perform the proof,
and generate the desired specialization, although, to date, no such annotation pass has been
implemented.17 . Proofs can become more dicult; proving that all residual continuations in an
interpreter are invoked on a store of identical shape requires several inductive steps.
In the worst case, a proof is impossible because the commonality between call sites is
dependent on specialization-time data. The fact example in Section 3.3 is such an example;
as another simple example, consider a version of the length function in which the base case is
not speci ed until specialization time:
(define (length l k)
(if (null? l)
(k base)
;; base is free in length
(length2 (cdr l)
(lambda (ans)
(k (+ 1 ans))))))

If we specialize the program with base=0, the specializations of the initial and recursive continuations can use the fact that their parameters are integers; if we specialize it with base=1.5,
then the specializations may only use the fact the their parameters are numbers. Unfortunately
for oine specializers, both values for base have identical abstractions: \dynamic" value but
\static" type, which isn't enough information to perform the requisite equality comparison.
This example is deliberately trivial; such data dependent commonality does arise in the context
of polymorphic programs, programs with error values, and interpreters for such programs.
Thus, we see that, in an oine framework, the utility of the CPS transformation is restricted to programs where all continuation applications are beta-reducible at specialization
time; otherwise, the specializer would have to build a specialized version of the continuation
which is suciently general to be applicable at multiple call sites. In other words, the CPS
transformation is of use only when the residual version of the (direct style) original program is
tail-recursive.
Consider the interpreter of Figure 2. Specializing the CPS-transformed version of this
interpreter on a program with while loops but without procedure calls is not problematic;
only the procedure eval-while will be residualized, and it is tail recursive, meaning that its
continuation will be beta-reduced at specialization time. Any store accesses in that continuation
will be able to take advantage of the shape of the store. Specializing the CPS-transformed
interpreter on a program with recursive procedure calls is di erent. In this case, the procedure
eval-stmt will be residualized, and its specialization will contain a non tail-recursive call to
eval-stmt, due to the unfolding of eval-begin. The residual program might contain code like
Such an annotation pass would have to make use of concrete values in the program, will all of the relevant
complications
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(letrec
((eval-stmt49 (lambda (k store)
(if ...
(eval-stmt49 (lambda (store50) (k (... store50 ...))))
(k store)))))
(eval-stmt49 (lambda (store51) ...) store49))

Unlike the tail-recursive case, the initial continuation to the loop, (lambda (store51) ...),
cannot be unfolded because both of its call sites are also reached by (closures constructed
from) (lambda (store50) ...). Unless the annotation phase can prove that both invocations
of k pass stores of identical shape, it will be forced to annotate all store accesses in both
continuations as residual. In this case, the commonality between store and store50 (they
contain the same names, in the same order) is a function of the source program, and is thus
(theoretically, anyway) deducible from the source program. Not only might this be dicult for
an annotation phase to prove, but it neglects any data-dependent commonality between store
and store50; for instance, the value bound to the identi er x might be the same, or have the
same type, in both stores.
An online specializer can handle both the length and the interpreter examples correctly
because it is willing to iteratively compute generalized values for the continuation parameters
temp and ans at specialization time (an algorithm for doing this is given in [38]). In cases where
an oine system (or its user) would have to construct a dicult proof, an online system can
provide equivalent output with signi cantly less e ort, and in cases where data dependence is
present, it can achieve results which are not possible under the oine method.

4 Improving Program Specialization
This section describes work, in both the oine and online areas, on improving the accuracy of
program specialization.

4.1 Oine

Oine specialization and binding time analysis were rst developed by the Mix [27] project at
DIKU, as a means of achieving self application. Since then, the accuracy of oine specialization
has steadily increased, due to the development of both more accurate binding time analyses
and various program transformation strategies called \binding time improvements."
Mogensen [32] developed a binding time analysis that handled structured data; Consel [11]
developed a polyvariant version. The binding time analyses for higher-order languages due
to Bondorf [4] and Consel [12] are monovariant only. More recent work on facet analysis by
Consel and Khoo [16] has further increased the accuracy of binding time analysis by allowing
it to make use of known properties of unknown values. None of this work, however, solves the
fundamental problems with annotations themselves: certain information is simply not available
until specialization time, and cannot be made available at annotation time.
Binding time improvement via the replication of code is common practice in writing interpreters to be specialized via oine means (for some example interpreters written in this style,
see [5]). Automating such replication was rst suggested by Mogensen [32]. Using the CPS
transformation to perform the same task was rst suggested by Consel and Danvy [15] and has
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been used to improve binding times in several examples [13, 29]. Other manual transformations,
such as eta-conversion, are also common; Holst and Hughes [24] suggest a possible means of
automating such transformations.

4.2 Online

The early program specializers of Kahn [28] and Haraldsson [22] were, to some degree, online
specializers. Turchin's supercompiler [42], which can be considered a superset of polyvariant
specialization, performs online termination analysis, folding, and generalization. Recent work
on online specializers for functional languages includes the MIT scienti c computing project [3,
1, 2], the Stanford FUSE project [45], and others [21, 40, 20]. Online methods are also popular
in the logic programming community [39, 41].
Recent accuracy gains made in online specialization have been due mainly to specializers'
ability to represent more detailed information about runtime values (the partials of [40], the
placeholders of [3], the symbolics of [45, 46] and the facets of [16]), their willingness to use this
information in a rst-class manner (early specializers such as [22] severely limited the use of
type information in data structures), and the use of generalization and xpointing techniques
to retain more information across residual calls [46, 38, 39].
Other useful advances in online specialization have dealt with representational issues,
such as preventing code duplication without compromising accuracy by delaying some reduce/residualize decisions until after specialization [44, 45], and limiting the construction of
redundant specializations through the use of type information [35, 36]. The former optimization is orthogonal to the choice of oine/online method, but the latter explicitly requires the
ability to make reduce/residualize decisions at specialization time, and so is applicable only in
online specializers. Termination mechanisms are also an active area of research; for some recent
strategies, see [46, 39, 17].

Conclusion
We have described the oine and online approaches to program specialization in some detail,
and have shown several instances in which the use of statically-generated annotations can
compromise accuracy in spite of the use of binding time improvement techniques. In general,
these accuracy losses are due to either

 The need to represent multiple specialization-time contexts via a single annotation, or
 The inability to take advantage of commonality between contexts without making reduce/
residualize decisions at specialization time.

We have shown that, in some cases, further accuracy losses are due to the limitations of presentday annotation techniques, rather than the use of oine strategies per se.
In all of our examples, it has been the case that online specializers provide equal or better
accuracy with less need for \pre-transformation" of the input program. We believe this represents useful progress toward an eventual goal of building good specializations of arbitrary user
programs with minimal user intervention. This increased accuracy comes at a cost in performance; it is our hope that some of the techniques used to provide ecient oine specialization
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will be transferable to the online world. We also expect that many of the techniques used by
binding time analyses to reason about specialization-time data structures at annotation time
may be useful for reasoning about runtime data structures at specialization time, resulting in
even more accurate specializations. Conversely, the oine methodology might be improved by
using online mechanisms to utilize concrete values in the program at annotation time, or to
make some termination-related decisions at specialization time. The question for the future
isn't \which is better: online or oine?" but rather \how can we construct a system with the
advantages of both worlds?"
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